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Let A be an asymptotic basis of order h. Denote g(A) the smallest h such that 
A is an asymptotic basis of order h. Let f,(A) = {F 1 FC A, JFI = k, and A\F is an 
asymptotic basis}. Define 
Gk(h)= max max g(A\F). 
A FE&IA) 
k-(A)Sh 
In this paper, we prove that G,(h) 3 DL* + ,(2048/625)c(’ + ‘~1 (h/(k + l)r +’ + 
O(hk), where 
i 
1 if k=O, 1 (mod4) 
al,= 413 if k=2(mod4) 
135164 if k = 3 (mod 4). 
This improves a result of Xing-De Jia (1992, J. Number Theory 41, 116-127). 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a set of nonnegative integers. Denote hA the set of integers 
which are sums of no more than h not necessarily distinct elements of A. 
If hA contains all sufficiently large integers, A is said to be an asymptotic 
basis of order h. Denote g(A) the smallest h such that A is an asymptotic 
basis of order h. 
Let A be an asymptotic basis of order h and let FS A be a finite subset 
of A. It is not necessary that A\F also be an asymptotic basis. Denote Z,(A) 
the set of k-subsets F of A such that A\F is an asymptotic basis. Define 
Erdiis and Graham proved in 1980 [3] that, if k = 1, 
f(l+~(l))h~~G@)~~(l+~(l))h*. 
15 
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These bounds have been improved to 
3 h* + O(h) < G,(h) < f h* + O(h) 
(see [S, 8-111). 
In 1982, Nathanson [ 111 considered the general case where k 2 1 and 
proved that 
G,(h)>([h/(k+ l)] + l)k+‘- 1, 
where h > k and [x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding x. Later, 
Jia [8,9] showed that, for k > 4, 
where 
i 
1 if k=Q, 1 (mod4) 
ak= 413 if k=2 (mod4) 
27116 if k = 3 (mod 4). 
Closely related to G,(h) is a “finite” version of this problem, which itself 
is quite interesting: 
Let m and h be positive integers. A set A = (a,, a2, . . . . ak 1 1 = a, c 
a, < . . . c ak} is called a basis of order h for z/(m) if every integer n is 
congruent to a sum of no more than h not necessarily distinct elements in 
A modulo m. Denote m(h, A) the greatest positive integer m such that A 
is a basis of order h for Z/(m). For any k > 1, define 
44 k) = ;txk mV, A ). 
A special case (k = 2) of the function m(h, k) as well as other related 
functions has been studied by Graham and Sloane (see [43 and Guy’s 
problem book [6]). It is also related to the so-called Cayley graphs, 
which have applications in distributed loop communication networks and 
construction of massively parallel processors (see [ 1,2,7] ). Recently, in 
[7], a formula for m(h, 2) was established and bounds for m(h, 3) were 
obtained: 
m(h2)= --j-- [ 1 W+4) +1 , for all h 2 2 
and 
&h3+ih2+O(h)<m(h, 3)< 
1 
14-33 
(h + 3)3. (2) 
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In [9], Jia proved that 
m(h, 4) 2 & h4 + O(h3), (3) 
which together with (1) and (2) has been used to set up lower bounds for 
all m(h, k), k 2 1. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we obtain an improved lower bound for 
m(h, k) when k 2 3. In Section 3, a simple relation between G,(h) and 
m(h, k) that 
GJh)>m(h-l,k+l) (4) 
is proved. This together with the results in Section 2 provides a new lower 
bound for G,(h) when k 2 2 and reestablishes the best lower bound known 
so far for G,(h) when k = 1. 
2. LOWER BOUND FOR m(h, k) 
Given a set A= {a,,a,,...,a,) l=a,<a,c ... <ak} and any positive 
integer x, let xk = [x/ak] and xi = [(x - cF= i+ i xjaj)/ai], i = k - 1, . . . . 2, 1. 
Then x = Cf= i x,a,. For any positive integers t and si, 1~ i < k, define 
k 
A,(%, . . . . Xc C XiUi) E(Si)+(Si-l)t<Xi<Sit 
i= 1 
where 
i 
0 
E(S)= 1 
if s=l 
if s# 1. 
LEMMA 1. 
ProoJ Let t= [(h + 1)/8]. It follows from the delinition that 
m(8t+ i, k) 2 m(8t, k) for all positive integers i. So, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that h = 8t - 1 for some positive integer t. 
Let A={l,a,,a3}, where a,=8t+l, and a3=(5t+1)(8t+1), and let 
m = (t - 1) a3 + 4ta, + St + 1 = 40t3 + 5t2 - 3t. It suffkes to show that 
hA = Z/(m). 
For any positive integer x (x < m), x = x3a3 + x2a2 + x1 E A,( 1, s2, sl), 
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where 1 < s2 < 5 and 1~ s1 < 8 and, in particular, x3 < t- 1. With 1 < 
s2 < 5 and 1 <s, < 8, let 
B,= {=4,u,~2,.7,) I s,+s,<7}, 
B,={XEA,(1,S,,s,)Is,~2,S,~4,S2+S,~10}, 
B, = AAl, L7) u {XE A Al, 82, ~1) I s2 > 3, ~12 7}, 
B, = AAl, 5, 3), &=A,(4 5,6), B,=A,(l, 1, 8). 
Then Ul=,, B, = Z/(m). 
We now show that x+sm~hA if xEB,. 
It is clear that x E hA if x E B,. 
If xEBl, 
X+m=(Xj+t-l)U3+(X2+4t)U2+X,+5t+1 
= (x3 + t) a3 + (x2 - t) a2 + x1 - 3t, 
wherex3+t,x2-t,x,-3t~0,andx3+t+x2-t+x,-3t~llt-3t=8t. 
If xeA,(l, 1, 7), then 
x+2m=(x3+2(t-1))a3+(x2+8t)a2+x,+2(5t+1) 
=(x,+2t-1)a3+(x2+3t+1)a2+x,-6t, 
where x,-6t>O and x,+2t- 1 +x,+3t+ 1 +x1-6t<8t. 
If xcB2 but x$A,(l, 1,7), then x+2m=(x3+2t)a3+(x2-2t)a2+ 
x,-6tehA. 
Similarly, if x E B,, s = 3, 4, 5, 
(X,+%)a,+(X,-3t-1)U2+X,--t+l, 
if xeB3=A,(1,5,3) 
x+sm= 
(x3+4t)u3+(x2-4t-1)u2+x1-4t+l, 
if xeB4=A,(1,5,6) 
(X3+%-l)a,+X,U,+X,-7t+1, 
if XEB~=A,(~, 1,8). 
It is easy to check that x + sm E hA for all s = 3,4, 5. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
Now we apply the same method to the case where k=4. 
LEMMA 2. 
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Proof: It stices to consider the case where h = 1% for some positive 
integer t. Let m = 648[h/1514- 315[h/1513 - 150[/~/15]~ - 15[h/15] = 
648t4 - 315~~ - 150t2 - 15t and let A = { 1, a,, u3, a4}, where a, = 8t + 1, 
u3=(9t+1)(8t+1),anda4=(9t+1)2(8t+1).Thenm=(r-1)u4+tu3+ 
4tu,+(5t+l) and, for any positive integer x (x<m), x~A~(l,s~,s~,si) 
for some integers s3, s2, sl, where 1 <s, < 9, 1 <s, < 9, and 1 <s, < 8. 
With l<s,,s,<9 and l<s,<8, set 
B,={x~A,(1,S3,S2,S~)IS3+S2+S~~14}, 
~~={~~~,(~,~3,~~,~~)~s~~6,s~~4,s3+s~+s~~20} 
u{x~~,(1,9,~,,~,)Is,~4,s,+s,~ll} 
~(x~A,(l,9,s,,s,)Is2~6}, 
B~={~~~,(1,~3,~2,~~)l~~~7,~3+~q+~~~17} 
~{~~~~(~,s3~s~~s~)~S3~8,S~~2,~3+S~+S~~18) 
u {XE’$(1,~3,~2,~,) Is,~~,s,~~,s,~~}, 
B~=(xEA~(~,s~,s~,s~) Is3>70rs2>7,si>2,s3+s2+si<15) 
u {x-w, s3, s2, 1) I S3~7,S2~7,S,+S2~15f 
U{XEAt(1,S3,S2,Sl)IS 3/ 3 2/ 3 1, 3 >7 S >7 S >2 S3+S2+S,<24}, 
B4={x~A,(~,~,,~,,~,))~3~6,s~~3,s,~5,s3+s~+s,,<2l), 
B,= {x-W, ~3, ~298) Is3 >5, s3 +s,d lo} 
~{~~~,(l,s~,s~,s~)~s3~5,s2>8,s3+s2+s~d19} 
u(~~At(l,ss,s2,8)ls3~5,s2~8), 
B,= {xEA&s~,s 2,s,)IS3~4,S2~4,S1~3,S3+S2+~1~16}, 
B,=At(l, 4, 9, 8)uA,(l, 5, 9, 7)uA,(l, 6,9, 7). 
It is clear that, if x E B,, then x E hA. Let x E B,. Then 
(x,+r-l)u4+(x3+r+l)u3+(x2-5r)u,+x,-3r, 
if s2>6,sl>4,s3+s2+s,<20 
(x,+r)u,+(x,-8r-l)u,+(x,+4r+l)u,+x,-3r, 
x+m= 
1 
if S3=9,S,>4,S2+S,,<11 
(x,+r)u,+(x,-8r)u,+(x,-5r)u,+x,-3r, 
if ~3=9,~2>6,~,24 
(x4 + r) a4 + (x3 - 8r) u3 + (x2 - 5r - 1) U, +x1 + 5r + 1, 
if s3=9,s2~6,s,~3 
E hA. 
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Similarly, if x E B,, 2 <s < 7, then x + sm E hA. It is routine to check that 
for any x (x < m), x E B, for some s (0 <s < 7). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. i 
Remark 1. From Lemmas 1 and 2, we have 
and 
m(h, 3) 2 $ h3 + 0(/z’) 
m(h, 4) 2 & h4 + O(h3), 
which improve the results of Jia in [9] that 
m(h, 3) > $ h3 + 0(h2) 
and 
m(h, 4) 2 & h4 + 0(h3). 
(5) 
(6) 
THEOREM 1. For any positive integers k and h, 
where 
1 if k=O, 1 (mod4) 
ak = 413 if k=2(mod4) 
135164 if k = 3 (mod 4). 
ProoJ If k < 4, the inequalities follow from (l), (5), (6), and the fact 
that m(h, 1) = h + 1. If k>4, the proof is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [9] except the lower bounds for m(h, 3) and m(h, 4) are 
replaced by the lower bounds in (5) and (6), respectively. 1 
3. LOWER BOUND FOR G,(h) 
LEMMA 3. For any positive integers h and k, 
G,(h)>m(h- 1, k+ 1). 
ProoJ: It suffices to construct a set A and a subset F of A with IFI = k 
such that g(A) <h and g(A\F) = m(h - 1, k + 1). 
Let d=m(h-l,k+l) and Ak+l={a,,a2,...,ak+,} with l=a,<a,< 
. ..<uk+i<dsuch thatm(h-l,A,+,)=m(h-l,k+l). 
Take F= A k+,\{1}andA={1,id~i=0,1,2,...}uF.Theng(A\F)=d. 
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To show that g(A) <h, let n be any large positive integer and let r be the 
remainder of n modulo d. Then, by the choice of Ak+ 1, r E Cfz_‘,’ riai 
(mod d) with Cfz”=‘,’ ri < h - 1. So, n = qd+ CfL=+,’ riai for some integer q 
(420). Hence nEhA. 1 
THEOREM 2. For any positive integers h and k, 
G,c(h)>crk+, (~)c’x+1”4’(&)*ir+O(hk), 
where 
1 if k=O, 1 (mod4) 
ak = 413 if k=2 (mod4) 
135164 if k = 3 (mod 4). 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3. 1 
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